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Dear IGLD members, dear Brothers and Sisters,
Welcome back to druidic work!
I hope you were able to enjoy the more or less long summer break of your National Druid
Order. I must admit that I see the break with conflicting feelings. The creative break for my
fellow Druids is certainly very useful, but on the other hand I am missing current
information over a period of nearly 3 months. So far there remains no choice as to be
satisfied with facts that reached my ears during this time.

Sweden
On the 17th of April, 2015, the Swedish Druid Order had to bid farewell to one of its most
prominent Characters. Honorary Member Brother Jan Peterzén passed away at the age of
83 years and after 55 years of membership in the F.G.D.O of Sweden. His druidic career
led through a variety of offices in his local Lodge, Grand Lodge and in the leadership of his
National Druid Order. The sum of his work was crowned in 2001 by the election as
President (Riks Stor Ädel Ärk) of his Order. Brother Jan has strongly been committed in
the co-operation of the three Scandinavian Druid Orders. With his consistent point of view
towards the situation of Druidism in northern Europe he used to steer evermore a clear
course within the IGLD when he has been serving as Grand Vice President. Lately
especially the history of Druidism had awakened his interest as evidenced by a variety of
well-researched and carefully compiled articles in the Svensk Druid Tidning (SDT).
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The FGDO Sweden had organized its annual IGLD Meeting on 12th September, 2015, in
Gothenburg. This time there was a little peculiarity to be noted: Besides of the 27 Swedish
brothers and one from Finland who have been initiated into IGLD, there was a brother from
the German Druid Order who was given the permission to participate in this event. Brother
Gorden Rath from Artus-Lodge in Cologne was unable to attend the Swiss/German IGLD
Meeting on 5th September in Lucerne, Switzerland, and he is grateful that he was allowed
to achieve his desire in Sweden. Apart from the ritual ceremony which was very
impressive for him, he was just as touched by the friendly reception by the brothers of
Lodge IRIS.
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Vice President Anders Erikson reported that the Swedish Druid Order currently has 4,969
members, 841 of them are members of the IGLD. During this year 147 new members have
been initiated, and there was a loss of 97 brothers. In April 2016 a new Grand Lodge will
be installed, and in May 2016 a new local Lodge in Uppsala.
Brother Bo Liljegren gave an interesting lecture on the history of Gathenhielmska House
(built in 1743), which serves as home of Lodge IRIS since the beginning of this month.

Grand Lodge Bardaland and Lodge Kronos, Helsinki/Finland
are about to hold a common Autumn-Meeting. In order to realize this event the Swedish
brothers have to make a sea voyage because this event will happen in Hotel Arthur in
Helsinki. There will be a varied program on November 7th and 8th with meetings in four of
the degrees a business meeting and a festive banquet on Saturday evening.
I must admit that I did not recognize at the first glance that the 56-page brochure with the
title page shown below is a Finnish Druid Magazine. But in the inner part there are photos
showing brothers in druidic robes, thus there is no doubt.
But my problem I should share with the majority (99.6%?) of the Druids in the world whom
the recording of the content is forbidden for linguistic reasons.
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Norway
As mentioned in the last issue of the Newsletter, Brother Geir Tofsrud has been elected as
Riks Stor Edel Erk (President) of the Norwegian Druid Order during the Annual General
Meeting last March.
In the presence of 160 brothers he has held a remarkable inaugural speech during the
final banquet. He has not only reminisced the history of the F.G.D.O. since its foundation
in 1935 by mentioning the main events of the last 80 years and the unbelievable positive
development of Druidism in Norway. He also pointed to the problems of today, essentially
caused by ourselves, which a digitalized world brings for all of us, and for our Order. A
selfish attitude and the craving for communication complicate increasingly a prosperous
coexistence of people. He notes: People are increasingly impatient when things no longer
meet their expectations. There is probably no doubt, it is in our vital interest to keep away
this setting from our druidic community.
Another object of his tenure is the optimization of the administrative cooperation with the
Grand Lodges and the local Lodges. This intension is otherwise carried out in form of an
amendment of the Constitution which should take place during this autumn. Several of the
tasks previously performed by the Executive Board of the Order will be transferred to the
Grand Lodges, and there will be a couple of changes concerning the composition of the
participants at the Riksmøte (annual general meeting).
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The next meeting of the Scandinavian Grand Lodge of Druidism (SGLD) has been
arranged by the Norwegian Druid Order. On 17th October, 2015 the brothers from Norway,
Sweden, Denmark, Iceland and Finland have the opportunity to join the meeting which will
be held in the Druids House in Sandefjord, and there is the chance to be initiated into
IGLD, as well.
During the same weekend the three Scandinavian National Orders will hold their annual
officer`s conference. In a view to the IGLD World Congress in March, 2016 in New
Zealand, the organizing order has invited two leading members from each of the European
Druid Orders to join the meeting. This might be an excellent opportunity to discuss topics
of general interest and probably to eliminate potential differences in advance.

Denmark
Although the Danish Druid Magazine does not appear regularly – at least it still appears.
In the editorial of the summer edition of the Barden, the President of the Danish FGDO,
Brother Ib Fønskov Mathiesen, encourages his brothers to continue on the promising start
and he recalls the good druidic virtues and hopes for a successful further development of
Druidism in Denmark.
Currently an attempt is made to achieve more efficiency by combining experiences and
close cooperation between the officials of the Executive Board and the Grand Lodges
acting in one management. Likewise the advertisement for recruiting new members is
going to be intensified by increasing the activities of the new formed PR-Committee.
The Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the FGDO Denmark, arranged on 9th of May, 2015,
in the Lodge Building of Horsens, was well attended by brothers from seven local lodges.
Most important and eagerly discussed topics were the implementation of the recently
adopted action plan, a revised PR concept, the redesign of the homepage of the Danish
Druid Order and of the local lodges, as well, and the prospect of establishing a new lodge
in Vejle/Jutland.
During the AGM 2010 an amount of DKR 250.000 (€ 33.400) had been provided as the
basis for the establishment of a humanitarian fund of the Danish Druid Order. Additionally
was decided that each brother should pay DKR 7.50 (€ 1) monthly for this purpose. As a
result of these contributions and due to additional donations, at the end of 2013 the fund
has grown to DKR 373.734 (€ 50.000). A committee of experienced brothers will decide on
the use of the fund.

California
The U.A.O.D of Californian has got a new Leader. During the 96th Convention (AGM) in
June, 2015, Brother Mario Cuevas became elected Noble Grand Arch for the period
2015 – 2016. Brother Mario is member of the Santa Rosa Grove #121, and he has been
Druid for just 7 years. But despite his astonishingly short time of membership there is no
doubt about his qualification.
For his presidential term he has chosen the password TIME and he mentions the following
reason for his choice:
Time brings it all together past, present and future. Time is something that is a big part of
our life. Time can be good and bad, but everybody remembers the great time that you
spent with someone special. So my goal for my term will be to make sure that we give time
back to each other and to our groves. Taking the time to teach our new members about
our traditions, give them a chance to create new ones and have a voice within the groves.
Have fun being creative within your communities and your groves. Fun is something we
must not forget to do each time we get together. Remembering times that aren`t fun
become forgotten and pushed aside, so make sure that fun is a priority within your groves.
Fun times will always be remembered and never forgotten. So make sure to take the
“TIME” for FUN.
We wish you all the best for your responsibly work, dear brother Mario.
The new Grand Chief Knight, Brother Harry Pelletti will be stressing “Decidation” during
his term. He used the following words in his proclamation:
Dedicate your positive thoughts into bringing in some of our Grove and Circle members
into a chapter. You can also dedicate your positive thoughts into bringing in new members

into Groves and Circles and encourage them into joining a Chapter. Remember, that
Membership is the lifeblood of any organization!
Brother Harry is a member of the Santa Rosa Grove #121, and until his election he has
been serving as Jr. Past Chief Knight of Redwood Empire Chapter. He joined the Order in
1984, and - as he credibly claims – he is a 4th generation Druid, dating back to his great
grandfather who has been member of the Vine Hill Grove #211. His mother`s uncle Aristo
Pelletti, for whom he was named, was 59 years member of this Grove.
Last but not least the Grand Circle of California has installed a new Grand Arch
Druidess. Her name is Patty Jo Mayo, and she is member of the Santa Rosa Circle #66.
As charity for her term she has chosen “Crossing the Jordan” reflecting to the “tag line”
Transforming Lives through Love. Her particular attention will be of assistance for women
and children who have been victims of human trafficking and/or addiction. Currently
Crossing the Jordan is not funded from grants or government subsidies and is entirely
staffed by volunteers. She reminds her Sisters of her motto:

If you light a lamp for someone it will also brighten your own path”.
Anyone who wants to learn more about Druidism in California should use the following link:
http://californiadruids.org
I must admit that I did not know yet that the Grand Circle has a Druid Magazine of its own.
This is its headline:

Germany
The most important event of the last period under review was the conference of the
Executive Board of the German Druid Order (DDO) with the leading members – Noble
Grand Arches – of the 8 Grand Lodges on 4th – 5th of July, 2015 in Göttingen. During these
two days could be carried out both, fundamental discussions about the current situation of
the DDO and its structure, as well as on measures to optimize the treatment and care of our
members and the acquisition of new brothers.
As an extract of the agenda following topics may be mentioned:
• statistical development of the DDO and its Lodges at the end of 2014,
• future orientation of the Order, expectations, improvements, reviews, suggestions,
identification of each brother with his Order, proposals of the assembly,
• optimising of Public Relations.
It was decided to install a nationwide working group “Public Relations”. A couple of brothers
with wealth of experience will form this board: The Vice President of DDO, the two speakers
of the current Committee on Public Relations, editor and redactor of the Druid Magazine
“Druidenstern” and two representatives of the Grand Lodges.
The first meeting will be arranged already in October/November, underlining the perceived
urgency of relevant measures relating to “PR”.
The President (Supreme Grand Arch) of the UAOD Germany, Brother Frank Graffenberger,
refers to this important meeting in the editorial of issue 2/2015 of the “Druidenstern”. Let me
quote some of his statements:
Our concern has always been Enlightenment – Maturity – Use of our own Mind. In the
foreground has to be the self-determined mature handling of individuals with basic
humanitarian values on the basis of ethics, as they are practiced in the same way by all
civilizations and faiths worldwide.

We strive to make the everyday life, which all of us have to face, a little bit more human and
warmer. We believe that the Druid Order and its Lodges offer a good and feasible way for a
preservation of the basic values of a society.
And on another place:
It confirms once more the experience that “Lodge” does not reveal itself in the way that one
accedes and waits, what`s coming. Lodge requires cooperation, thinking, listening,
understanding, exchange of ideas and the ability to make friends and to maintain friendship.
Let us make our efforts under the Motto of Thomas Alva Edison:

Everything comes to him who hustles while he waits for the success.
The UAOD Germany is supporting the organization of “Green Helmets e.V.” in Germany.
This is a German Aid Organization in the manner of a Peace Corps, whose members –
Christians and Moslems - stand up for the rebuilding of community infrastructure in former
war zones, as well as social, environmental and religious institutions. Founder and
Chairman is Dr. Rupert Neudeck, known as a leader of the organization “Cap Anamur” and
savior of the “boat people” of Vietnam in 1979.

Switzerland
The most important item of the agenda for the General Assembly of the Swiss Druid Order
in June, 2015, was the election of the leading members. And there were some essential
changes.
Brother Oscar Gröflin who has led his order successfully for 12 years, retired, and handed
over his office to his successor, Brother Rolf Gasser. Brother Rolf is member of Lodge
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Augusta Raurica in Basel since 1980 and has a lot of experience in druidic matters. His
alternate and “second in command” is brother Ueli Tschan who has replaced brother
André Rickenbacher.
The resignation of brother Rolf Wenger as IGLD Grand Vice President (GVP) for
Switzerland goes hand in hand with a change in the Executive Council of the IGLD. New
GVP is brother Rainer Hesselbarth who is member of the Perseus Lodge in Zurich since
1999.
The bilateral Swiss/German IGLD Meeting on 5th September in Luzerne was attended by
44 participants, among them 14 from Germany. In attendance of the Presidents of both of
the Druid Orders, Bro Rolf Gasser and Bro Frank Graffenberger, who has held the ideal
lecture, 6 new brothers from the Swiss Druid Order have been initiated in our international
community. The meeting was followed by a get-together and dinner with the partners.
The event in Luzerne has also been a welcome opportunity for an exchange of views
between the leading members of both Orders.

There is actually no further information from Australia and England.

New Zealand
Grand President, Brother Bob Stewart has sent the following message for you all:
Dear Brothers and Sisters, by the time you read this, we will be less than 6 months from
the 2016 Congress in “Sunny Nelson”, the “Sunshine Capital” of New Zealand.
May I take this time to remind you that Registrations for the Congress close on 30th
November, 2015. We will of course accept late Registrations, but there is a Penalty Fee
attached to this! The deadline has been set so that we can ensure the best deals possible
for you, and to allow sufficient time for the Organizing Committee to finalize all the many
items required for an event such as this.
Brother and Sister Stewart are organizing a10 days tour to the South Island, leaving
Nelson on Sunday, 13th March, and arriving in Christchurch 21/22nd March. We intend to
hire a mini-van, stay at Motels and share the costs. Because of cancellations, there are
vacancies for 4 or 5 more people, on a first in first served basis. If you are interested in
this, please contact Brother Bob Stewart, email bobstewart@compassnet.co.nz .
Sister June Stewart, Grand Vice President and Congress Secretary, as well, has (on 1st
Sept) sent a short report about the current situation of Druidism in NZ:
Today is the 1st day of spring, however the South Island is having snow, while the top of
the North Island are enduring flooding. We in the middle have had lots of wind and rain.
New Zealand has continued to have 3 IGLD meetings a year with the next one being held
in Nelson on the 24th /25th October. The meetings have been well attended in spite of the
aging membership. Meanwhile the South Island IGLD has joined the North Island IGLD.
With the closing of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows some of these members have
joined the Druids Friendly Society boosting the membership.
The Maitai Lodge, Nelson, has initiated two new Members in August –not former IOOF
Members – so this was encouraging and shows that maybe there is still a little interest out
there.
The preparations for the Congress “Nelson 2016” are on the right track, even if the
registrations are done a little hesitant. These have not necessarily to be connected with
the payment of the congress fee, but it is very useful if you know as soon as possible, who
is coming. We are looking forward to meeting you in a few months.
Fraternal regards in Unity, Peace and Concord

Grand Secretary

! Dear members, you ought to take a look on the IGLD homepage www.igld.org !
Our webmaster, Brother Dieter von Graetzel, has not only created a new „face“, but also updated
the content. Please note the current information concerning the affiliated Druid Orders by using the
button SOCIETIES on left side of the front page.

